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An investigation into the effect of magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) echo time spacing and number of 
echoes on the sensitivity and dose resolution of 

PAGATUG polymer-gel dosimeter 

INTRODUCTION 

       The aim of modern radiation therapy is to 

deliver a high dose to a tumor as well as                    

preventing damage to healthy tissues (1) . Any 

errors in radiotherapy of cancerous tissues, es-

pecially when they are adjacent to vital organs, 

create additional risk. Due to such errors not 

only the cancerous tissue do not receive proper 

dose, but also vital organs are irradiated, conse-

quently irradiation causes serious damages. 

Therefore, it is necessary to carefully investigate 

the dose distribution before treatment to make 

sure that besides receiving the dose by all parts 

of the tumor, normal tissues and more                        

importantly vital organs  are safely protected  (2).  

Conventionally, to achieve this objective, a series 

of dosimeters are placed inside a phantom, and 

are irradiated in real treatment conditions (2). 

However, using these conventional methods lead 

to the loss of spatial resolution. Polymer gel            

dosimeters, in addition to their                                 
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ABSTRACT 

Background: There are various methods to read out responses of a polymer-

gel dosimeter, among which the Magne�c Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

technique is the most common one. Op�mizing imaging protocols can have 

significant effect on the sensi�vity and the dose resolu�on of polymer gel 

dosimeters. This study has inves�gated the effects of the number of echoes 

(NOE) and the echo �me spacing (ES) parameters on the response of the 

PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter. Materials and Methods: The polymer gel 

dosimeters were produced under the normal atmospheric condi�on, then 

irradiated using a 
60

Co clinical radia�on source. The polymer gel dosimeters 

were imaged using MRI technique with different imaging protocols. 

A0erwards, the effects of the ES and the NOE on the R2-sensi�vity and the 

dose resolu�on of PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter have been inves�gated. 

Results: Results showed that the sensi�vity decreased with increasing NOE. 

However, it was found that the resolu�on got be3er with increasing NOE. 

Furthermore, the inves�ga�on of signal intensity decay curve showed that 

the R2 values in NOE less than 5 was less reliable.  According to the results, no 

significant difference were found between the sensi�vi�es of the polymer gel 

dosimeters which were imaged with different ESs, except for ES=22 ms. 

However, dose resolu�on suffered from ES increasing. Conclusion: Dosimetric 

parameters of PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter reaches to their op�mum 

values by imaging with ES=25ms and NOE=10.  
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three-dimensional nature, create highly spatial 

resolution (3, 4). Polymer gel dosimeters have 

been shown to be useful tools in order 

tomeasure dose distributions in special                            

applications of radiotherapy, such as                            

intensity-modulated radiotherapy and                           

stereotactic radiosurgery (5, 6). Gel dosimeters 

have also been applied to proton beams (7, 8), 

high-energy carbon ion beams (9)  and neutron 

beams (10-12) . Polymer gel dosimeters, in fact, are 

monomers that are uniformly distributed in a 

gelatin matrix (13) . The interaction of the                    

radiation with water molecules splits them and 

the radiolytic products initiate the                            

polymerization reaction. The amount of polymer 

formed at any point is proportional to the                   

absorbed dose at that point (14) . Changing               

monomers into polymers causes changes in             

dosimeter’s physical and chemical                                

characteristics that are measurable with                      

different methods, such as optical Computed		

Tomography	(optical CT) (15-17),	X-ray	Computed	

Tomography	(X-ray	CT)	(18,	19), ultrasound (20), and 

MRI (21, 22). The most common method is the             

investigation of changes in spin-spin relaxation 

rate (R2) due to irradiation (23, 24). Optimization 

of imaging techniques can have signi7icant                  

in7luences on improving sensitivity and                        

resolution of polymer gel dosimeters (25). 

Baldock et	al. investigated the effect of the echo 

time spacing on dose resolution of the                          

polyacrylamide polymer gel dosimeter (PAG) 
(26). They concluded that at a certain T2 range, 

the dose resolution could be optimized by                

proper ES selection.  In another study Baustert 

et al. investigated the effect of different MRI            

sequences on the accuracy of PAG polymer gel 

dosimeter (27). They suggested MSE sequence in 

order to improve accuracy. Other studies have 

also been conducted on impact of imaging                  

parameters on dosimeter response (28-30).                  

However, all of these studies have been                       

performed on the effect of MR parameters on 

hypoxic polymer gel dosimeters, and effect of 

MR parameters on normoxic polymer gel               

dosimeters has not been investigated yet. The 

aim of this study therefore was to evaluate the 

ef7icacies of optimization of two important                

imaging parameters on the response of a 

normoxic polymer gel dosimeter. 

Recently, a polymer gel dosimeter with                  

interesting properties, including a signi7icant 

increase in sensitivity, has been reported by              

Abtahi et	al. (31). This polymer gel dosimeter was 

named PAGATUG	(Poly	Acrylamide,	Gelatin	And	

Tetrakis	(PAGAT),	Urea,	Glucose). The PAGATUG 

polymer gel dosimeter is made by adding urea 

and glucose to the well-known PAGAT polymer 

gel dosimeter compounds. Two important                  

parameters which affect the sensitivity and the 

dose resolution are number of echoes (NOE) and 

echo time spacing (ES).  In this study, the effects 

of the ES as well as the NOE on the PAGATUG 

polymer gel dosimeter response have been               

investigated. Furthermore, in this study, a new 

parameter named NAN (Not A Number) which is 

the number of loss data in R2 map has been            

introduced. The effects of ES and NOE variations 

on NANs have also been investigated.  

 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Polymer	gel	dosimeter	production		

       The PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter has 

been made based on the formulation developed 

by Abtahi et	al. (31).  Chemical components used 

to make the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter 

are as follows: Ultra-pure water with                         

High-Performance Liquid Chromatography 

(HPLC) grade (made by Direct-Q 3 UV water   

puri7ication system, Millipore, France), Gelatin 

(5% mass fraction (w/w)) (porcine skin, type A, 

300 Bloom, Sigma-Aldrich, USA), Acrylamide 

(3% w/w) (Plus One Acrylamide Page, ~100%, 

GE Healthcare UK Ltd), N,N’- methylene                      

diacrylamide (bis) (3% w/w) (electrophoresis 

grade, Merck, Germany), Tetrakis hydroxyme-

thyl phosphonium chloride (THPC) (5 mM) (% 

80 solution in water, Sigma Aldrich, USA),                

Hydroquinone (0.01 mM) (Merck, Germany), 

Glucose-D (+) (8.5 % w/w) (anhydrous, for               

bio-chemistry, Merck, Germany) and urea (3 % 

w/w) (Urea crystal, Ultrapure, Merck, Germany).  

The PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter has 

been made under the hood in the normal                  

atmosphere condition. The manufacturing meth-
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od was the same as the report of  Abtahi et	al. 
(31) . Glucose and urea were 7irst completely                   

dissolved in 90% of water at room temperature, 

and gelatin was then added. The mixture was 

heated to 48 °C and stirred with a magnetic bar 

until gelatin was completely melted. Bis was    

dissolved at 48 °C and then the heater was 

turned off. Acrylamide was added when the  

mixture was cooled to about 37 °C. A solution of 

the antioxidant THPC and HQ were prepared 

with the remaining 10% of the water, and added 

to the solution at about 35 °C. The polymer gel 

dosimeter was then transferred into 5 ml                   

cuvettes, sealed with para7ilm, and stored in a 

refrigerator, at 5 °C, until irradiation. 

 

Irradiation	

       The irradiation took place a day after the 

polymer gel dosimeter production using 60Co 

(Theratronics, Theratron 780-C, Canada).                  

Cuvettes 7illed with the polymer gel dosimeter 

were placed in a water phantom at 5cm depth to 

satisfy scattering conditions. The irradiation was 

performed at a 7ield size of 20 × 20 cm2, a source 

surface distance (SSD) of 75 cm, and a dose rate 

of 1.06 Gy.min-1 in the center of the cuvettes. The 

delivered doses were 2, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16, 17, 20 

and 25 Gray (Gy), respectively. Two cuvettes 

were not irradiated as control cuvettes. The              

delivered doses to the cuvettes were calibrated 

using an ionization chamber (Farmer type, 0.6 

cm3, PTW, Germany) according to the TRS 398 

protocol reported by the International Atomic 

Energy Agency (32). The cuvettes were placed in 

the water bath at the irradiation room                            

temperature for at least 2 hours before                        

irradiation in order to become isothermal with 

the environment. The water bath and room               

temperature were measured both equal to 

22±0.5 °C.  

 

Response	read	out 	

In order to read-out the PAGATUG polymer 

gel dosimeter, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) was used. For this purpose, after                        

irradiation, the polymer gel dosimeters were 

transferred to the MRI scanning room. After             

being isothermal with the environment, the              

polymer gel dosimeter cuvettes were imaged by 

means of MRI (Siemens, Avanto, Germany) with 

the magnetic 7ield strength of 1.5 Tesla. All of the 

imaging tests were performed at least 45 days 

after the irradiation. Passing this time                         

guaranteed that both the polymerization                   

reaction due to long-lived radicals and the                 

gelation-process did not affected the polymer gel 

dosimeter (32). Both of these processes could  

introduce instabilities of R2 over the time. In  

order to perform imaging, the head coil was 

used because signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the 

head coil is greater than the body coil (22).  

A slice-selective multiple spin-echo sequence 

with a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) pulse 

scheme was applied. The imaging tests were 

performed in two different rounds. In the 7irst 

round, ES was 7ixed and NOE was changed.               

Second round was performed with a 7ixed NOE 

and variable ES.  

      In the 7irst round, the NOEs of 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16 were selected with the 

ES of 22ms. In the second round, the NOE of 6 

and the ESs of 22, 25, 34, 41 and 50ms were            

selected. Other parameters were a repetition 

time (TR) of 4000 ms, a matrix size (MS) of 

512×512, a 7ield of view (FOV) of 256 mm, and a 

bandwidth (BW) of 100 Hz.  

     What can be obtained from multi spin-echo 

imaging with MRI system is a set of signal                   

intensity (SI) images. Using the signal intensity 

images in the different echo times and Equation 

1 to the SI-time data, the related relaxation (R2) 

rate can be obtained 

           (1) 

 

       Where TE is the echo time, s is the signal 

intensity at TE, and s0 is the signal intensity at 

TE=0. Fitting process has been performed using 

a method explained previously by De Deen et al. 
(33). The R2 of each pixel has been obtained. 

These values are 7inally presented as a R2 map. A 

typical R2 map of the PAGATUG polymer gel  

dosimeter has been shown in 7igure 1.  To obtain 

the R2 map of the signal intensity images, an               

M-7ile has been written in MATLAB (Mathworks, 

Natic, MA). 
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The	dose	resolution	calculation		

     After extracting the R2 map from the signal 

intensity images, the average amount of R2 for 

each region of interest (ROI) was attributed to 

the absorbed dose in that ROI. To plot the                

dose-R2 curve, a bi-exponential function was 

7itted to the dose-R2 data. R-square and adjusted 

R-square values were calculated to evaluate the 

goodness of the 7it (34). However, the response of 

the polymer gel dosimeter has been investigated 

for doses beyond the inhibition region. The R2 

amounts of the irradiated cuvettes indicate lack 

of response for doses up to 2Gy. This                             

unresponsive area is attributed to the oxygen 

permeability which inhibits the radiation                

induced polymerization reaction (35). Many             

features of a polymer gel dosimeter could be 

obtained from its dose-R2 curve. The                       

dose-R2curve also known as calibration curve. 

The slop of the dose-R2 curve indicates the          

dosimeter sensitivity whose unit is Gy-1s-1.           

Another important feature derived from the       

calibration curve is the minimum separation 

between two distinguishable doses called dose 

resolution. The dose resolution is calculated  

using equation 2 (25). 

   

      (2) 

 

   Where kp is the coverage factor, σR2 is the 

standard deviation of the R2 in ROI and α is the 

Abtahi et al. / Effects of MRI parameters on polymer gel response 
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slope of the Dose-R2 curve, or the dosimeter                

sensitivity. The values of coverage factors of 

67.27%, 90%, 95%, 95.45%, 99% and 99.73% 

are 1.000, 1.645, 1.96, 2.000, 2.576 and 3.000 

respectively (36). In a many point method (33), 

which has been used in this study for extracting 

R2 from signal intensity images, standard                 

deviation in R2 map is theoretically obtained 

using equation 3:  

Where λ= e2R2ΔTE, ΔTE is  the ES and S0 is the 

maximum signal intensity. σs Is the thermal 

noise of the signal S	and can be considered                          

independent from the echo time. In this                           

expression N is the NOE. 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

The	effects	of	the	NOE	 

The R2 changes as a function of the imaging 

NOE have been shown in 7igure 2. The R2 values 

in the low NOE are strongly dependent on the 

imaging NOE. However, in the NOE over than 8, 

the R2 values are independent from the imaging 

NOE with good approximation. The results have 

illustrated less dependence of ΔR2 (=R2-R2,0) o 

the variation of the NOE. However, this                              

dependence at low doses was still signi7icant.  

Int. J. Radiat. Res., Vol. 15  No. 2, April 2017 

Figure 1. The R2 map of the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter obtained from a sequen�al signal intensity with ES=22ms. Data 

cursors on some points are exhibited. The corresponding R2 values of some pixels are represented as “index” value. 
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As can be obtained from 7igure 2, a                            

bi-exponential equation can be 7itted to the              

dose-ΔR2 data. As it has been shown in 7igure 3, 

the sensitivity of the PAGATUG dosimeter has 

changed with the NOE. It was found that the       

sensitivity decrease with increasing the NOE. 

However, the investigation of signal intensity 

decay curve showed that the R2 values in NOE 

less than 5 was less reliable.  

Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows signal intensity 

(normalized to 1) decay curve for a typical pixel 

for NOE of 16 and 5, respectively. The R-square 

and adjusted R-square for both curves are more 

than 0.995. In a previous research it has been 

shown that there should be enough echoes to 

cover the exponential signal decay until it  

reaches the baseline (23).  Therefore, decreasing 

the NOE in order to increase the sensitivity is 

not advised. For NOEs more than 6, statistical 

analyses (37) showed that the variation in                  

sensitivity was not signi7icant. As can be seen in 

7igure 4, signals related to the 7irst, second and 

third echoes deviate from the exponential decay 

regime. Also, for echo times more than 286 ms 

(NOE=13), the signal intensities deviate from 

exponential 7itting. This deviation at the tail of 

the curve was attributed to the effect of                 

background noise which is compatible with the 

signal intensity. 
 

Abtahi et al. / Effects of MRI parameters on polymer gel response 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. (A) The R2s as a func�on of the absorbed dose and the imaging NOE for the irradiated PAGATUG dosimeter. (B) ΔR2 

(=R2-R2,0) as a func�on of the absorbed dose and the imaging NOE. 

Figure 3.  Varia�on of the sensi�vity of the PAGATUG as a func�on of the NOE and the absorbed dose. The ES of 22 ms has 

been chosen for imaging tests. 
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Figure 5 shows the dose resolution as a func-

tion of the NOE at different doses for                 

PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter. As can be seen 

in 7igure 5, the resolution value decreases with 

the increase of NOE (the resolution gets better). 

This result could be interpreted by Equation 3.  

In Equation 3 since λ is a relatively small                

quantity, the standard deviation in R2 map is 

proportional with 1/N1.2. Equation 2 shows that 

an increase in the sensitivity in low NOE can  

relatively decrease the quantity of dose              

resolution. However, this increase has less effect 

in comparison with σR2 decrease. As an                 

example, for the PAGATUG polymer gel                 

dosimeter with 5 Gy absorbed dose the                       

sensitivities for the NOE of 5 and 15 are 0.44             

Gy-1s-1 and 0.26 Gy-1s-1, respectively. However, 

related σR2 s are 0.054 s-1 and 0.014 s-1,                       

respectively. The results of this study show that 

the dose resolution is proportional to 1/N1.2. The 

reduction of power of denominator was                    

attributed to the sensitivity decrease with NOE. 

In addition, referring to 7igure 4 results of 7igure 

5 can be qualitatively justi7ied. Dose-resolution 

is inversely proportional to the sensitivity.     

However, the dose resolution is directly                     

proportional to the standard deviation in the R2 

map. As can be seen in Figure 4 at low NOE 

which does not cover the exponential decay 

curve of the signal intensity, the R2 value                 

deviates from its real value. This deviation               

increases the standard deviation in the R2 map 

which is dominant in comparison with the effect 

of increasing sensitivity. Therefore, the dose  

resolution quantity increases with NOE                       

decreasing. 

Abtahi et al. / Effects of MRI parameters on polymer gel response 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. The dose resolu�on of the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter dosimeter at 68% level of confidence as a func�on of 

the NOE and the absorbed dose. The ES of 22 ms has been chosen for imaging tests. 

Figure 4. Signal intensity decay for a typical pixel for (a) NOE of 16 and (b) NOE of 5. 
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For some pixels in the R2 map, the                              

exponential 7itting to the Time-Signal intensity 

data results in unreasonable R2 values. These 

pixels were named NANs in this study. The  

number of NAN points changes by NOE in a R2 

map. As an example, a NAN point in a typical R2 

map have been represented in 7igure 1. Figure 6 

shows the variation of NANs as a function of the 

NOE. At low NOE overestimation and                          

underestimation in signal intensities cause               

deviation from the exponential signal decay; 

consequently, the number of NANs increases. 

However, with increasing of the NOE the                  

number of NANs decreases. At the NOEs of about 

10-12 there are suf7icient echoes to cover the 

exponential signal decay. Therefore, the number 

of NANs reaches to its minimum. Afterward, the 

number of NANs increases with increasing NOE. 

This NANs increase was attributed to the SNR 

reduction. The SNR reduction is a result of               

background sampling at time interval much 

longer than the length of T2. It has been                      

previously shown that sampling at the time             

interval much longer than the length of T2              

causes large uncertainties on R2 values and the 

accuracy of the R2 estimation suffers (23) . 

Fewer NANs provide fewer points that have 

lost their R2 information. Thus, fewer NANs are 

more desirable. As can be seen in Figure 6, there 

is a relatively broad minimum in the range of 10 

to 12 echoes in the NAN-NOE graph.  
 

The	effects	of	the	ES	

The effect of the ES on the R2 and ΔR2 at            

different doses has been demonstrated in                  

7igure 7. 

Abtahi et al. / Effects of MRI parameters on polymer gel response 
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Figure 6. The varia�on of NANs in R2 maps as a func�on of the NOE for the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter. The lines are 

plo3ed as a guidance and do not contain any physical informa�on. The number of NANs has been considered in the total R2 

maps. 

Figure 7. (a) The R2 (b) and the ΔR2 as a func�on of the absorbed dose and the ES for the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter. 

The effect of the ES on the R2 can be                    

compared with the study of Baldock et	 al. (26). 

They compared the R2 values of irradiated PAG 

polymer gel dosimeter which was imaged with 

the ESs of 12.5 ms and 50 ms. They reported a 

35% maximum  difference in the R2s of the PAG 

imaged with ES=12.5 ms and ES=50 ms. This 

maximum difference was related to the 2.5 Gy 
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and the ES. The results have showed that for all 

ESs, the increases with increasing dose. 

This  increase in can be attributed to the              

sensitivity reduction with increasing absorbed 

dose. Previously, the bi-exponential variations of 

R2 as a function of the absorbed dose has been                  

reported by De Deene et	 al. (38). The results of 

this study show that increases with ES, which 

implies bad dose resolution. At lower doses, 

there is no signi7icant increase in  with the ES 

increase. However, with the dose increase, the 

dose resolution degradation becomes                

noticeable. According to Equation 2, two              

parameters affect the dose resolution:                  

sensitivity and standard deviation. As shown in 

7igure 8, the sensitivity is independent from ES 

for an ES range of 25ms-50ms. Therefore, the 

dose resolution degradation is attributed to the 

increase of the standard deviation which itself is 

the result of less precisely estimation of R2. On 

the other hand, this less precisely estimation is 

due to an increase in the space between two   

successive sampling. 

Abtahi et al. / Effects of MRI parameters on polymer gel response 
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absorbed dose. The results of our study have 

shown the maximum difference of 19% between 

the polymer gel dosimeters imaged with ES=25 

ms and ES=50 ms. The different results of this 

study and the work of Baldock et al. may be          

attributed to the different integrants in                      

formulations as well as different imaging ESs. 

The ΔR2 investigation has shown the response 

independency from ES in a wide range of ESs. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that the ES              

variation affects the R2 values; however, this  

effect is independent from the R2 values. 
The dosimeter sensitivity as a function of the 

absorbed dose and the ES has been shown in 

7igure 8. Statistical analysis (37) showed no              

signi7icant differences in the sensitivities of the 

polymer gel dosimeters which were imaged with 

different ESs, except for ES=22 ms. Imaging with 

ES=22 ms resulted in signi7icantly decrease in 

the sensitivity. 

7igure 9 shows the dose resolution at 68% 

level of con7idence for the PAGATUG polymer gel 

dosimeter as a function of the absorbed dose 

Figure 8. The sensi�vity of the PAGATUG polymer gel 

dosimeter as a func�on of the absorbed dose and the ES. 
Figure 9. The dose resolu�onat 68% level of              

confidence for the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter as a 

func�on of the absorbed dose and the ES. 

that the sensitivity maximizes after ES = 25 s. 

Statistical analyses (37)  showed that with                 

increasing ES, the sensitivity does not change 

signi7icantly. Furthermore, statistical analysis 

showed that up to ES= 40 ms, with ES increasing 

the dose resolution does not change                              

signi7icantly. The number of loss pixels (NANs) 

shows the minimum amount in ES = 40 ms. 

Figure 10 shows the number of NANs, as a 

function of the absorbed dose and the ES. The 

NAN variations are not noticeable for ES less 

than 40ms, whereas the number of NANs                     

signi7icantly increases for ES=50ms which is           

attributed to the background sampling for                   

imaging with ES=50ms.  

The ES sensitivity curve (7igure 8) illustrates 
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However, the number of NANs in ES = 25 ms is 

only 2% more than its minimum amount. This 

difference does not result any disorder in the 

most practical  situations. According to the 

above, in order to read out the PAGATUG with 

MRI technique, ES = 25 ms is recommended. 

Equation 4 demonstrates the R2 exponential 

changes as a function of dose for NOE=10 and 

ES=25.                   )4(  

The R-square and the adjusted R-square for 

7itting Equation 4 are equal to 0.9909 and 

0.9863 which lead to an excellent 7it. The linear 

portion of the response (dynamic range) of the 

PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter is                        

demonstrated in 7igure 11. Linear equation in 

dynamic range is given by Equation 5. 

                    (5) 
The R-square and the adjusted R-square for 

linear 7itting are 0.999 and 0.993,                         

respectively. The sensitivity of the PAGATUG 

polymer gel dosimeter is the slope of the linear 

portion (i. e. 0.36 Gy-1s-1).  

DISCUSSION  

As reported by Abtahi et	al. (31)  the main              
advantage of the PAGATUG polymer gel                     

dosimeter is its high sensitivity. However, in this 
study we have found that by optimizing the read
-out parameters even higher sensitivity for the 

PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter is achievable. 
In the polymer gel dosimetry literature different 
methodologies have been used to determine R2 

quantitatively on a clinical MRI scanner. 
Azadbakht et	 al. used a modi7ied multiple                  
spin-echo pulse sequence with ES=20 ms and 

NOE=32 on a Siemens Symphony MRI scanner 
(24). Gholami et	al. used a multiple-spin-echo 
pulse sequence with ES=16.5 ms and NOE=32 on 

a Siemens Avanto MRI scanner (39). Parwaie et	al. 
used a multiple spin-echo sequence with ES=14 

Figure 10. The number of NANs as a func�on of the ES. 

The number of NANs has been considered across each of 

the R2 maps. The lines are plo3ed as a guidance and do 

not contain any physical informa�on. 

Figure 11. The dose-R2 curves of the PAGATUG polymer 

gel dosimeter for NOE=10 and ES=25. A linear model has 

been fi3ed to the dynamic range. The R2 value of the Con-

trol vial (vial with 0 Gy absorbed dose) has been shown. 

ms and NOE=32 on a Siemens MRI scanner (40). 

However, the results of the presented study 
highlighted that the amounts of ES and NOE are 
important in determining the resulted                      

dose-resolution, sensitivity, and the number of 

NANs in a R2 map.  

Results show that the best NOE is the one in 

which sampling time is not more than average 
relaxation time. This 7inding is comparable with 
the work of Watanabe et	al. which is about the 

effect of a variable echo-number on the response 
of a polymer gel dosimeter (23). They stated that 
if the echo time becomes much greater than T2, 

practically, the sampling will be performed from 
background signal intensity. This background 
sampling leads to the lower approximation in 

the R2, and an increase in the standard deviation 
in the ROI of the R2 map. Watanabe et	al. only 
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addressed to the issue of standard deviation in 

R2 maps, and the effect of NOE on other                      
important parameters such as the sensitivity 

was not investigated.  

It could be suggested that, there should be 
enough echoes to cover the exponential signal 
decay until it reaches the baseline or noise so 

that the majority of the decay is sampled. If a 
shorter ES is used, an increased NOE should, 
therefore, be used in order to collect a larger 

number of data. 

 Another aspect which is worth to discuss, is 
the results of NAN points. The creation of these 

points was attributed to the addition of noise to 
signal intensity images. NANs in R2 maps have 
been investigated in this study for the 7irst time. 

This new quantity introduces loss points in a R2 
map and also reduces spatial resolution. In           
previous studies, it has been shown that a noise 

in base images propagates to calculated maps 
(41). Furthermore, Scott et al. theoretically 
proved that the SNR of a MR image is a function 

of NOE (42). They showed a maximum amount for 
a distinguished NOE. The results of this                             
investigation have veri7ied 7indings of Scott et	al. 

The results have shown a maximum value for 
SNR which has caused a minimum number of 

NAN points in a distinguished NOE.      

The effect of the ES on the dosimeter                     
response can be explained with the same                  
mechanism as described for the effect of the 

NOE. Small ESs lead sampling to be perform 
more from the beginning of the signal intensity 
decay, and lead to overestimation or                               

underestimation in the R2 values. Also, for the 
ESs more than a speci7ied amount (its value is 
dependent on the NOE and T2), the tail of the 

signal intensity curve was sampled more                 
signi7icantly than the main body of the curve. 
This 7inding can be compared with that of                   

previously reported by Wanatable et	al. for 
BANG polymer gel dosimeter (23) . They found 
that if the last sampling be done at a time which 

is signi7icantly more than T2, practically, the 
background signal is sampled which causes an 
inaccuracy in the R2 evaluation. It is clear that 
this situation can happen with increasing ES. 

Thus, a random error occurs in the calculation of 
R2 value for different pixels that leads to an             
increase in the standard deviation and the                

Furthermore, Equation 3 shows that  is σR2 a 

function of ΔTE so that the numerator of the 
fraction is an exponential function of ΔTE.              
However, the denominator of fraction is a linear 

function of R2 ×ΔTE. Hence, with the increase of 
ΔTE a sharp increase in σR2  especially for higher 

R2 values is expected. The experimental results 
of this study have con7irmed the above                    

mentioned theoretical inference. 

According to the above descriptions, we can 
conclude that in order to perform sampling              

accurately, we all need to choose ES and NOE 
properly. Sampling at both low echo times and 
high echo times introduces random error in R2 
estimation which can lead to destruction of the 

dose-resolution, the sensitivity and the                  
spatial-resolution of the polymer gel dosimeter. 
Underestimation of 7irst echo and                                   

overestimation of second echo are a common 
characteristic of the MRI pulse sequence 
based on Carr-Purcell Meiboom-Gill (CPMG). 

This is related to realistic imperfect RF-pulses 
that result in a slice pro7ile with shallow edges. 
These results in stimulated echoes make those 

slice pro7iles differ from echo to echo (43). Even-
tually (after 3 echoes) they reach a steady state. 
The theory behind this phenomenon was 7irst                 

documented by Fransson et	al. in 1993 (44). 
Hence, it is recommended that the 7irst two              
echoes be omitted from R2 estimation. However, 

this suggestion is more reliable than that was  
previously reported by Watanable et	al. (23) . 
They only excluded the 7irst echo signal from the 

R2 estimation processes. It seems that an              
increase in NOE leads to an increase in sampling, 
and as a result the R2 will be more accurately 
estimated. However, it should be noted that the 

tail of the signal intensity decay curve is not 
sampled. This result has been achieved by              
proper choice of the ES. In other words, the ES 

and the NOE should be selected in a way that 
there is enough sampling point to cover the             
signal intensity decay curve with the maximum 

sampled point before it reaches the background 

and the majority of the decay is sampled.  

The sensitivity which obtained in this study 

for the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter was 
16% more than what of previously reported for 
the PAGATUG polymer gel dosimeter (31).                

Furthermore, the dynamic range of 2Gy-10 Gy in 
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the present study has been improved in                    

comparison with 3.5 Gy- 10 Gy which was previ-

ously reported (31). 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Investigation of ES showed that                             
R2-sensitivity, dose resolution and number of 

NAN points have their optimum values at 
ES=25ms. However, for NOE, it has been found 
that the NOE=10 results better dose resolution 

and spatial resolution rather than other                       

protocols.  

In this study, it has been tried to achieve a 

minimum random error, and consequently             
maximum accuracy for the PAGATUG polymer 
gel dosimeter with optimizing NOE and ES               

parameters. Moreover, for further works, we 
suggest that one can study the PAGATUG                   
polymer gel dosimeter read out by                                 

simultaneously optimizing random errors and 

systematic errors of MRI technique.  
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